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Overview Information: 
Introduction & background of main event 
For 28 years, the first weekend in August has been reserved for the largest three-day Irish festival on the planet. The 
Dublin Irish Festival, hosted annually in Dublin, Ohio, a city just northwest of Columbus, is one of the nation’s premier 
Irish festivals and a Central Ohio tradition. More than 100,000 guests visit the Festival each year to experience the best of 
Irish dance, music, art, sports and culture.  Located on 39 rolling acres in Dublin’s Coffman Park, the Dublin Irish Festival 
brings guests from all over the world together in celebration of all things Irish. 
 
The Dublin Irish Festival strives to offer a range of unique, culturally rich experiences to a diverse crowd. Whether you 
are an aficionado of all things Irish or just starting out on your journey into the magic and mystery of the Emerald Isle, 
the Dublin Irish Festival has something for everyone. The Festival utilizes comprehensive, multimodal marketing 
strategies, incorporating aspects of traditional print media, television, radio and social media. By connecting with fans 
over digital platforms like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram, the Festival forges personal connections, which highlight the 
welcoming atmosphere guests are sure to experience the minute they step onto the festival grounds. 
 
Description of the news stunt 
On March 2, the Dublin Irish Festival challenged Jimmy Fallon, host of NBC’s The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon, to 
embrace his Irish roots by performing a jig during his St. Patrick’s Day show. The Festival promoted this challenge on 
social media, using the hashtag #JimmysJig in all of the Tweets, Facebook and Instagram posts.  
 
Fallon, who self-identifies as Irish, was named Entertainer of the Year in 2014 by Entertainment Weekly and managed to 
increase the show’s ratings over Jay Leno’s final year in 2013. He is well-known for incorporating a lively mixture of 
music, jokes and lightharted games into his nightly routines.  One of Fallon’s social media savvy segments on his show is  
“LateNight Hashtags,” and many of the jokes he includes in his opening monologues are pulled from other popular social 
media-driven content. By tapping into his fanbase, known as #FalPals, and cross referencing with the Dublin Irish Festival 
hashtag, #DublinIrishFest, the Festival increased its brand’s international exposure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Dublin Irish Festival mailed Fallon a “Treasure Trove” of Irish-
themed gifts and accessories, including an Irish top hat and a 
monogrammed kilt with the saying, “Fallon’s Irish Charms” in 
preparation for the St. Patrick’s Day show. In additon, swag bags 
were included for his two daughters, Winnie and Franny, and his 
wife, Nancy. Twelve Irish Festival mugs were also sent for the ten 
members of the Roots Crew, Fallon, and his witty wing-man, Steve 
Higgins, featuring handmade Irish whistles, green mustaches and 
beads. 
 
The Festival continued to challenge Fallon to do #JimmysJig in the 
days leading up to March 17 in the spirit of St. Patrick’s Day and 
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also included the hashtags #DublinIrishFest, #FalPals and #FallonTonight in all Tweets and posts.  The package was 
hand-delivered by a personal contact at 30 Rockefeller Plaza in New York City.  
 
On the evening of March 17, Fallon accepted the #JimmysJig challenge and devoted about 12 seconds of his opening 
monologue to performing an Irish jig.  
 
How did the news stunt fit into the overall media campaign for the event? 
Through innovative social media marketing strategies, the Dublin Irish Festival strives to generate international attention 
and interest in this beloved event.  In preparation for the Festival weekend, a large portion of marketing and promotion 
occurs over social media channels throughout the year. In an effort to increase the Festival’s digital presence and drive 
Twitter interaction with a loyal and engaged fanbase, the #JimmysJig soial media campaign was created. 
 

The Festival strives to convey a positive and 
approachable social media presence and 
encourages increased interaction with guests 
through various digital media channels. The 
#JimmysJig campaign embraced the lively Irish 
attitude that defines the entire Dublin Irish 
Festival experience. By challenging Fallon to some 
friendly competition, the Festival aimed to 
encourage interested viewers to come to Dublin 
and join in on the fun. 
 
In order to better promote #JimmysJig, the 
Festival actively reached out to many of its 
sponsors, asking them to incorporate the 
campaign’s hastags into their Tweets. This sense 
of collaboration between festival, sponsors and 
social media followers is another important aspect 

of the overall Dublin Irish Festival media campaign. Through cross-branding and collaborative marketing, the Festival and 
its sponsors benefit greatly from the far-reaching impact of social media.  
 
Additionally, the Festival showcased the talents of some of its gifted performers, the students of the Regan-Rankin 
Academy of Irish Dance, who kindly taught Fallon some basic Irish dancing steps in a video Tweeted out with the 
#JimmysJig hashtag. The constant cooperation between the Festival and the groups and organizations that grace its 
stages is emphasized throughout the year, which only adds to the value of partnership. 
 
Sponsor/ charity involvement (if any) and why 
Dublin Irish Festival sponsors were called upon to help promote the #JimmysJig hastag on their own social media 
channels. Some helped the Festival gain more recognition by retweeting #JimmysJig Tweets or using the hashtag in their 
own social media messages. This collaboration encouraged followers of both the Dublin Irish Festival and these individual 
sponsors to become better acquainted with the Festival brand.  
 
Was there an increase in media coverage for your event as a result of the stunt? 
The social media interactivity with the Festival and its fanbase was overwhelmingly positive throughout the #JimmysJig 
campaign. The initial Tweets received several retweets and favorites, while the video of the Regan-Rankin Academy 
dancers received more than 7,000 views on the Festival Facebook page. Some followers even began using the 
#JimmysJig hashtag in their own Tweets. 
 
The video of Fallon’s jig on the Tonight Show received almost 3,500 views, 92 likes, 13 shares and four comments on the 
Festival Facebook page. The comments were all positive and enthusiastic, with many of them expressing the desire for 
Fallon to visit the Festival and perform a jig in person on one of the Festival’s entertainment stages. 
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Supporting Question: 
What challenges/ obstacles did you foresee/ encounter in creating the promotion, and how did 
you handle them? 
One of the most daunting challenges faced during 
the #JimmysJig campaign was figuring out how to 
get Fallon to do #JimmysJig on air. Through the use 
of social media platforms like Twitter, Facebook and 
Instagram, however, the Festival found a way to 
reach Fallon while encouraging further engagement 
from sponsors, entertainers and its digitally 
connected fanbase. The Festival kept up the 
competitive spirit by crafting friendly teasing Tweets 
and sending a “Treasure Trove” of Festival 
merchandise and other fun Irish goodies.  
  
Another challenge faced by the Festival was figuring 
out how to deliver the “Treasure Trove” directly to 
Fallon. The Festival wanted to ensure that the 
package was delivered directly to Fallon, so it 
enlisted the help of a former Dublin resident and 
festival fan living in New York. The package was hand-delivered to Fallon’s assistant at NBC Studios’ 30 Rockefeller Plaza.  
 
 


